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KATE MALLER JEWELRY 
At Kate Maller Jewelry we believe in protecting people and the planet. We also believe in good design. That’s why we do things a 
little differently.

A long-standing passion for environmental and social justice has shaped our commitment to sustainability. While Kate’s 
architectural background has afforded her an eye for detail, an affinity for experimentation, and a sensibility for craftsmanship. 
Each and every piece is handcrafted in Kate’s studio in sunny Denver, CO. 

Kate’s love for the environment extends into her design practice. Her work is organic in its process and aesthetic, as she is 
continuously inspired by the world around her. Reflecting and taking cues from the imperfections found in nature, her work aims 
to reveal the allure of organic forms and textures. The curious formations she creates are a translation and celebration of the raw 
beauty she sees and admires in the landscape.

SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability is our core guiding principle at Kate Maller Jewelry. All pieces are entirely hand fabricated from high quality 22ky + 
18ky recycled gold and recycled Argentium silver. We source conflict free, and fair trade diamonds. Additionally, all of our diamond 
melee is 100% reclaimed. While we mainly work with diamonds, we are committed to using only ethically sourced colored 
gemstones when we employ them in our designs. 

In addition to sustainable material sourcing we are committed to implementing business practices that reduce harmful impacts to 
the environment.

Kate Maller Jewelry is proud to support, and be a member of Ethical Metalsmiths.

We are always looking for ways to improve our sustainable business practices. Currently we employ the following initiatives: 

• 100% recycled 22ky + 18ky gold
• 100% recycled Argentium silver
• 100% conflict free + fair trade diamonds
• 100% reclaimed diamond melee
• 100% ethically sourced colored gemstones
• Materials sourced from local + US owned businesses
• Recycled + compostable/recyclable packaging
• Eco-friendly printing practices
• Non-toxic studio chemicals, whenever possible
• Recycling + composting at our studio

KATE
Kate is trained as a designer, and a metalsmith. Holding masters 
degrees in architecture and landscape architecture, she attributes 
her design sensibilities and passion for the environment to her 
formal training. Kate began metalsmithing while in graduate 
school, and instantly fell in love with the tactile process of 
making she discovered. After several years working in the field of 
architecture, she decided to expand her metalsmithing training 
with over 500 hours of full-time, hands-on training at Creative Side 
Jewelry Academy in Austin, TX. In early 2017 she launched Kate 
Maller Jewelry.

Originally from Connecticut, Kate lived in Vermont and Boston 
before moving to Colorado in 2007. She currently lives in Denver 
with her gem + mineral collector/dealer husband, Scott Maller, and 
their beloved Australian Shepherds, Takoda Winklematten Maller + 
Gwindel Bear Maller.
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I l luminated Collection

a I Sunshine 
Statement Earrings
IC-E-17
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .475 ctw, 
2.5” length  $2420.00 ws

b I Mini Lightsaber 
Necklace
IC-N-13 
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .11 ctw, 
16”-18” 14k gold chain 
$800.00 ws

c I Long Lightsaber 
Necklace
IC-N-14
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .27 ctw, 
3” 18k gold + 27” oxidized 
silver chain, pendant is 1” 
long  $1260.00 ws

d I Sunshine 
Statement Ring
IC-R-04
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .2 ctw, 
1” diameter  $910.00 ws

b

c

e

a

d

e I Long Lightsaber 
Earrings
IC-N-14 - New
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .54 ctw, 
earrings hang at 2.5”   
$1990.00 ws

f I Oxidized Silver 
Horizon Cuff
IC-B-10 - Now Heavier 
Gauge
Oxidized Argentium 
silver, VS quality 
diamonds - .35 ctw,
 18 mm width
$1225.00 ws

g I 18k Horizon Cuff
IC-B-09- Now Heavier 
Gauge
18k gold, VS quality 
diamonds - .35 ctw,
 18 mm width
$7595.00 ws

f g
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a I Black + Gold 
Luxe Chain Bracelet
IC-B-08 - New Layout - 
More Gold Links
18k gold, oxidized silver, 
7.25” in length,hand 
forged  $860.00 ws

b I Sunshine Hoops
CA22-E-21 - NEW!
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .2 ctw, 
1” length, hand forged 
with hinge  
$1765.00 ws

c I Black + Gold 
Luxe Chain 
Necklace
CA22-N-9 - NEW!
18k gold, oxidized silver, 
17” length, hand forged  
$1430.00 ws

d I Quintessential 
KMJ Chain
IC-N-12
8” 18k gold, 8”oxidized 
Argentium silver
$450.00 ws

e I The Kristin 
Necklace
CA22-N-5 - NEW!
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .087 ctw, .75” 
pendant, 14k gold box 
chain - 16”  $995.00 ws

f I Sunshine Stud 
Earrings
IC-E-19
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .04 ctw, 
7mm diameter 
$415.00 ws

g I Sunshine Bangles
IC-B-11
18k gold, hand forged, 
matte finish  
$1415.00 ws

h I Illuminated 
Convertible Hoops
IC-E-20-A/B
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds
A. Gold Hinged Hoops  
1” length, .018 ctw
$630.00 ws
B. Detachable links: 
Oxidized silver + 
diamond, 18ky gold 
.75” length, .324 ctw
$965.00 ws

a
e

f

b

d

h

g

c
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h

g I The Decidedly 
Deco Earrings
IC-E-18
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
3” length  $1150.00 ws

h I The Twilight 
Band- Now Heavier 
Gauge
IC-R-05
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .1 ctw, 
10 mm wide  
$590.00 ws

i I 18k Diamond 
Party Band 
BC-R-23-A - Diamonds 
now all the way around
18ky gold, VS quality 
reclaimed diamonds - 
0.75 ctw
$3875.00 ws

d

d I Mini Lightsaber 
Earrings
IC-E-21
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .21 ctw, 
1.5” length  $945.00 ws

e I Illuminated 
Contrast Band
IC-R-07  - Now Heavier 
Gauge
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .15 ctw, 
12.5 mm wide  
$1310.00 ws

f I Twilight Cuff
CA22-B-24 
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .36 ctw, 
1” wide  
$1935.00 ws

e

a I Sunshine 
Necklace
IC-N-15
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .32 ctw, 1.8” 
diameter, 3” 18k gold 
chain + 27” oxidized silver 
chain  $1705.00 ws

b I Mini Sunshine 
Necklace
IC-N-16
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .081 ctw, 
7 mm diameter, 3” 18k 
gold chain + oxidized 
silver chain, 16”-18”  
$760.00 ws

c I The Decidedly 
Deco Necklace
CA22-N-11 
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium 
silver, 2” 18k gold + 15” 
oxidized silver cable chain  
$755.00 ws

a b

gf

i
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Scattered Diamond Collection
b-d I 18ky Gold 
Scattered Diamond 
Bands 
SDC-R-01-A/B/C - Now 
Heavier Gauge - 
Diamonds now go all the 
way around
18ky gold,  VS quality 
reclaimed diamonds -.3 
ctw on each band
A. 4 mm  $1580.00 ws
B.  7 mm  $2010.00 ws
C.   10 mm  $2490.00 ws

b-d I 18ky Gold 
Scattered Diamond 
Bands 
SDC-R-01-A/B/C - 
Diamonds half way around
18ky gold,  VS quality 
reclaimed diamonds -.3 
ctw on each band
A. 4 mm  $1155.00 ws
B.  7 mm  $1585.00 ws
C.   10 mm  $2065.00 ws

a I Narrow Scattered 
Diamond Cuffs
CA22-B-33-A/B - New
VS quality reclaimed 
diamonds -.33 ctw
A. 18ky Gold  $4890.00 ws
B. Oxi. Silver   $1140.00 ws

c d

e f g

e-g I 18kpw Gold 
Scattered Diamond 
Bands
SDC-R-02-A/B/C - Now 
Heavier Gauge - Now in 
18kpw Gold - Diamonds 
now go all the way around
18kpw gold, VS quality 
reclaimed diamonds -.3 
ctw on each band
D. 4 mm  $1615.00 ws 
E. 7 mm  $2250.00 ws
F. 10 mm  $2975.00 ws

e-g I 18kpw Gold 
Scattered Diamond 
Bands
SDC-R-02-A/B/C 
Diamonds half way around
18kpw gold, VS quality 
reclaimed diamonds -.3 
ctw on each band
D. 4 mm  $1190.00 ws 
E. 7 mm  $1825.00 ws
F. 10 mm  $2550.00 ws

a

b
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c d

e

f

a I Scattered 
Diamond Necklace
SDC-N-04
18ky gold, VS quality 
reclaimed diamonds 
-.14 ctw, matte textured 
finish, 14k gold cable 
chain - 16”-18” $1425.00 ws

b I Black + Gold 
Scattered Diamond 
Necklace
CA22-N-8
Oxidized Argentium 
silver, 18ky gold, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds -.14 ctw, 14k 
gold cable chain - 16’-18” 
$800.00 ws

c I Golden Disc
Necklace
LC-N-12
18k gold, VS quality 
diamonds - .067 ctw, 14k 
gold cable chain - 16” 
$800.00 ws

d I Black + Gold Disc 
Necklace
CA22-N-7
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality diamonds - .067 
ctw, 14k gold cable chain - 
16”  $595.00 ws

e I 18k Gold 
Scattered Diamond 
Disc Earrings
CA22-E-19-B
18ky gold, VS quality 
reclaimed diamonds -.14 
ctw, matte textured finish
$1120.00 ws

f I Black + Gold 
Scattered Diamond 
Disc Earrings
CA22-E-19-A
18ky gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds -.14 ctw
$700.00 ws

a b
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a

Men’s Bands

b c

f g h

j k l

d e

i

m

a I 18ky Gold 5 mm 
Half Round Band
MBC-R-04 
18k gold, 5 mm wide
$1310.00 ws

b I 18ky Gold 
Medium Weight 
Straight Wall Band
MBC-R-05
18k gold, 7 mm wide, 1.5 
mm thick  $1610.00 ws

c I 18ky Gold 
Sapphire Band
MBC-R-03
18k gold, 6 mm wide, blue 
sapphire - .1 ctw
$1510.00 ws

d I 18ky Gold 
Heavyweight 
Straight Wall Band
MBC-R-02
18k gold, 8 mm wide, 2 
mm thick  $2240.00 ws

e I Rainbow 
Diamond Band
MBC-R-01
18k gold, colored 
diamonds - .09 ctw
7 mm wide, 1.3 mm thick
$1505.00 ws

f I 18kpw Gold 5 mm 
Half Round Band
MBC-R-08 - Now in 
18kpw Gold
 18kpw gold, 5 mm wide
$1705.00 ws

g I 18kpw Gold 
Medium Weight 
Straight Wall Band
MBC-R-09 - Now in 
18kpw Gold
 18kpw gold, 7 mm wide, 
1.5 mm thick 
$1935.00 ws

h I 18kpw Gold 
Sapphire Band
MBC-R-07 - Now in 
18kpw Gold 
18kpw gold, 6 mm wide, 
yellow sapphire - .009 ctw
$1820.00 ws

i I 18kpw Gold 
Heavyweight 
Straight Wall Band
MBC-R-06 - Now in 
18kpw Gold
18kpw gold, 8 mm wide, 2 
mm thick  
$2810.00 ws

j I Men’s Silver Black 
Diamond Slice Band
MBC-R-12
Brushed + oxidized 
Argentium silver, black 
diamond - .03 ctw, 5 mm  
$255.00 ws
k I Men’s Dusted 
Slice Band
MBC-R-11
22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver, 8 mm, 
1.6 mm thick  
$300.00 ws

l I Men’s Silver 
Aspen Diamond 
Band
MBC-R-14
Oxidized Argentium 
silver, signature aspen 
texture, VS quality 
diamond - .015 ctw, 6.5 
mm,1.3 mm thick 
$245.00 ws

m I Brushed Silver 
Medium Weight 
Straight Wall Band
MBC-R-10
Brushed Argentium silver,
8 mm wide, 1.6 mm thick
$220.00 ws
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f

d

a I Stacking Ring -
Dusted Blooms
BC-R-02
22k gold dust, 18k gold,  
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality reclaimed 
diamonds 
- .06 ctw  $355.00 ws

b I In Bloom 
Stacking Ring -
18k Blooms
BC-R-01
18k gold,  oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds 
- .16 ctw  $675.00 ws

c I City Lights Band
BC-R-06-A  - Diamonds 
now all the way around
22k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver,
VS quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .75 ctw
$1895.00 ws

Blossoms Collection

d I In Bloom 
Diamond Pendants
CA22-N-6-A/B/C - Now 
16”-18” 
A. 18ky gold, VS quality 
reclaimed diamonds - .08 
ctw, 10 mm pendant, 14k 
gold cable chain - 16”  
$750.00 ws
B.  Oxidized Argentium 
silver, 18k gold, VS quality 
reclaimed diamonds -.08 
ctw, 10 mm pendant, 14k 
gold cable chain - 16”  
$655.00 ws
C.  Matte Argentium 
silver, 18k gold, VS quality 
reclaimed diamonds - .08 
ctw, 10 mm pendant, 
oxidized silver cable chain 
- 16”  $470.00 ws

e I 18k Luxe Chain 
Necklace
BC-N-12
18k gold, 16” in length,
Hand forged
$2020.00 ws

f I In Bloom 
Necklace
BC-N-13 - Now 16”-18” 
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality reclaimed 
diamonds -.14ctw, 14k 
gold chain, 16” length
$985.00 ws

c

h

j

k

j

e

g

a

b

h i

g I 18k Luxe Chain 
Bracelet
BC-B-10-A
18k gold, 7.25” in length,
Hand forged  $990.00 ws

h I Flared Spring 
Ring
BC-R-05
22k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver,
VS quality reclaimed 
diamonds  -.21 ctw 
$715.00 ws

i I Summer Travel 
Band 
BC-R-07
22k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver,
VS quality reclaimed 
diamonds -.19 ctw 
$675.00 ws

j I Breezy Bop Cuff
BC-B-09 - Now w/Rails
22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .90 ctw
$2855.00 ws
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a I City Lights Cuff
BC-B-08 - Now w/Rails
22k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .67 ctw,
1.5” wide 
 $2395.00 ws

b I 18k Sunshine 
Station Necklace
BC-N-15
18k gold, 14k gold chain, 
17” length
$1135.00 ws

c I Dusted Black + 
Gold Sunshine 
Station Necklace
BC-N-16
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium 
silver, 17” length
$570.00 ws

d I Blossom Earring 
Drops
BC-E-19
 22k gold dust, 18k gold,  
oxidized Argentium silver 
$405.00 ws

e I Queen Bee Ring - 
Rose Cut Diamonds
CA22-R-32-A/B - New
A. 18k gold,rose cut 
diamonds - .8ctw  
$1415.00 ws
B.  Shadow band style
$1425.00 ws

f I Champagne 
Black + Gold 
Channel Ring
BC-R-04
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, 
champagne rose cut 
diamonds - .6ctw  
$795.00 ws

g I Golden In Bloom
Stacking Skinny Cuff
CA22-B-22 - NEW!
Solid 18k gold, 22k gold 
dust, oxidized Argentium 
silver, VS quality 
reclaimed diamonds -.16 
ctw  $3015.00 ws

b

g

j

k

c

f

i

a

h I  Channel Set 
Band + Rose cut 
Diamonds
LC-R-18
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, Salt + 
pepper rose cut 
diamonds - 3 ctw
$1755.00 ws

i I In Bloom Stacking 
Skinny Cuff
BC-B-11-A/B
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality reclaimed 
diamonds -.16 ctw 
A. With diamonds
$780.00 ws
B.  Without diamonds
$480.00 ws

j I Three Bloom 
Dusted Skinny Cuff
CA22-B-27 - NEW!
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality reclaimed 
diamonds -.16 ctw
$495.00 ws

k I In Bloom 
Diamond Studs
BC-E-17-A/B/C  
A. 18ky gold, VS quality 
reclaimed diamonds 
 -.16 ctw
$695.00 ws
B.  Oxidized Argentium 
silver, 18ky gold posts, 
VS quality reclaimed 
diamonds 
-.16 ctw
$570.00 ws
C.  Matte Argentium 
silver, VS quality 
reclaimed diamonds -.16 
ctw  $545.00 ws

c d e

h
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g I Sunshine Skinny 
Cuff
LC-B-39
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, 2.5 mm  
$630.00 ws

h I Legacy Gold Link 
Bracelet
LC-B-23
18k gold  $1070.00 ws

i I Legacy Diamond 
Bangle
LC-B-40
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium,VS quality 
diamonds - .02 ctw
$970.00 ws/bangle
pictured top

j I Black + Gold 
Legacy Stacker 
Bangles
LC-B-19
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium, hand forged
$820 .00 ws/bangle
pictured middle/bottom*

Legacy Collection

a I 48” Black + Gold 
Diamond Station 
Necklace
LC-N-14-B
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, salt 
+ pepper reclaimed 
diamonds - 1.75 ctw, 
48” length  $2250.00 ws

b I Timeless Solitaire 
Necklace -.4ctw
BC-N-14-A
18k gold, .4 ctw salt + 
pepper brilliant cut 
reclaimed diamond, 14k 
gold chain, 16” length
$1360.00 ws

a I Organic Princess 
Necklace
LC-N-11
18k gold, 16” 14ky 
gold chain, VS quality 
reclaimed diamonds 
- .3 ctw  $1065.00 ws

d  I Timeless 
Solitaire Necklace 
1 ctw
BC-N-14-B
18k gold, 1 ctw salt + 
pepper brilliant cut 
reclaimed diamond, 14k 
gold chain, 16” length
$2631.00 ws

e I 16” 18ky Gold 
Diamond Station 
Necklace
LC-N-14-A
18k gold, 14k gold chain, 
salt + pepper reclaimed 
diamonds - .85 ctw, 
16” length  $1285.00 ws

f I X-O Studs
RC-E-28-A/B/C
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver  
sold as singles
A. 18ky ‘O’  $115.00 ws 
B. Dusted ‘O’  $95.00 ws
C. ‘X’ $115.00 ws

a

g

e

i

d

b

f

h
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a I Everyday 
Diamond Bands
LC-R-03-A/B - Now in 
18kpw Gold
VS diamonds - .108 ctw
A. 18ky gold  $755.00 ws
B. 18kpw gold  $850.00 ws

b I Tiara Shadow 
Bands 
LC-R-04-A/B/C - Now in 
18kpw Gold
VS/blk diamonds - .04 ctw
A. 18ky/VS dia. $620.00 ws
B. 18ky /blk  $595.00 ws
C. 18kpw/VS  $710.00 ws

c I Eternity Diamond 
Bands
LC-R-02-A/E - Now in 
18kpw Gold
VS or Black diamonds, 
Full - .2 ctw, Half - .1 ctw

A. 18ky/VS/Full $1085.00 ws
B. 18ky/VS/Half $760.00 ws
C. 18ky/Blk/Fl  $845.00 ws
D. 18ky/Blk/Hlf $635.00 ws
E. 18kpw/VS/Fl $1175.00 ws
F. 18kpw/VS/Hlf $840.00ws

d I Crown Shadow
Bands 
LC-R-05-A/B/C - Now in 
18kpw Gold
A. 18ky  $543.00 ws
B. 18kpw  $632.00 ws
C. 18ky w/scored lines  
$550.00 ws

e I Illuminated 
Stackers
IC-R-01-A/B/C - Now in 
18kpw Gold
2 mm wide, VS quality 
reclaimed diamonds 
-.027 ctw on each band

h I Aspen Wedding 
Diamond Stackers
LC-R-06-A/B - Now in 
18kpw Gold
VS diamonds - .03 ctw
A. 18ky gold  $465.00 ws
B. 18kpw gold  $530.00 ws

i I Timeless Wedding 
Band
CA22-R-31-A/B  - Now in 
18kpw Gold
Solid gold, hand forged, 
VS quality reclaimed 
diamonds -.09 ctw, 
3 mm wide
A. 18ky gold  $880.00 ws
B. 18kpw gold  $990.00 ws

j I Aspen Wedding 
Band
CA22-R-28-A/B  - Now in 
18kpw Gold

Solid gold, hand forged, 
signature aspen texture, 
VS quality reclaimed 
diamonds -.09 ctw, 
3 mm wide
A. 18ky gold  $905.00 ws
B. 18kpw gold $1010.00 ws

k I Faceted Stackers 
LC-R-08-A/B - Now in 
18kpw Gold
A. 18ky gold  $390.00 ws
B. 18kpw gold  $325.00 ws

l I Smooth Stackers
LC-R-09-A/B - Now in 
18kpw Gold
A. 18ky gold  $310.00 ws
B. 18kpw gold  $380.00 ws

m I Sparkled 
Stackers 
LC-R-20-A/B - Now in 

A. 18k gold, textured 
matte finish $693.00 ws
B. 18kpw gold, textured 
matte finish $820.00 ws
C.  18kpw gold with small 
portion of 18ky gold, 
textured matte finish
$850.00 ws

f I Contemporary 
Diamond Stackers
LC-R-17-A/B - Now in 
18kpw Gold
A. 18ky gold  $780.00 ws
B. 18kpw gold  $910.00 ws

g I Aspen Wedding 
Stackers
LC-R-07-A/B - Now in 
18kpw Gold
A. 18ky gold  $350.00 ws
B. 18kpw gold  $415.00 ws

18kpw Gold
A. 18ky gold  $430.00 ws
B. 18kpw gold  $520.00 ws

n I Sand Texture 
Band 
CA22-R-30-A/B - Now in 
18kpw Gold
Solid gold, hand forged, 
sand texture,
2.5 mm wide
A. 18ky gold  $500.00 ws
B. 18kpw gold  $595.00 ws

o I Crosshatch Band
CA22-R-29-A/B - Now in 
18kpw Gold
Solid gold, hand forged, 
crosshatch texture, 
2.5 mm wide
A. 18ky gold  $500.00 ws
B. 18kpw gold  $595.00 ws

a b c

f g h

k l m

p I Queen Bee 
Ring - Brilliant Cut 
Diamonds
CA22-R-32-A/B - New
A. 18k gold, VS quality 
reclaimed diamonds - 
.5ctw  $2135.00 ws
B.  Shadow band style
$2145.00 ws

q I Laurel Band
B-R-03
18k gold, (10) ethically 
sourced natural sapphires 
- .15 ctw, (2) VS quality 
reclaimed diamonds - 
.03 ctw  $855.00 ws

r I Shine On 
Diamond Rings
CA22-R-34-A/B
18ky gold - New
A. 4 mm VS diamond - .25 
ctw  $1300.00 ws
B. 3.5 mm VS diamond - 
.17 ctw $815.00 ws

s I Goldyn Stackers
B-R-02-A/B/C  
18k gold, VS quality 
reclaimed diamonds
A. 2.5 mm center stone 
+ side diamonds -.1 ctw, 
aspen texture on band 
$650.00 ws
B. 2.5 mm center stone 
without side accent 
diamonds - .0625 ctw,
aspen texture on band 
$565.00 ws
C. 2 mm center stone, 
without side accent 
diamonds - .03 ctw, raw 

n

p

r

t

v

u

s

hammered texture on 
band  $465.00 ws

t I Golden Disc Ring
LC-R-01 - Diamonds now 
go all the way around
18k gold, VS quality 
diamonds  - .3 ctw  
$1175.00 ws

u I Organic Princess 
Band
B-R-01
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .24 ctw 
$960.00 ws

v I Slice Diamond 
Band 
SCW-R-18-B - Now 
Heavier Gauge - 
Diamonds now go all the 
way around
18ky gold, VS quality 
diamonds - .35 ctw  
$1670.00 ws

w I Luxe Aspen Ring
AC-R-01-A
18k gold, VS quality 
diamonds - .05 ctw  
$1055.00 ws

c d e

i j

o

q

w



Love Is Love Collection

n I Ribbon Earrings
LC-E-41
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, hand 
forged, 1.125” in length
$515.00 ws

o I Crown Shadow 
Band + Colored 
Diamonds 
LILC-R-10
18k gold, colored 
diamonds - .04 ctw
$610.00 ws

p I Single Diamond 
Stud Earrings
LILC-E-2-A/B/C/D
18k gold, colored 
diamonds - .06ctw
priced as singles*
A. Red, Yellow, Green 
$223.00 ws
B. Blue  $240.00 ws
C. Purple  $250.00 ws
D. Orange $295.00 ws

q I Tiara Shadow 
Band + Colored 
Diamonds 
LILC-R-01
18k gold, colored 
diamonds - .04 ctw
$610.00 ws

l I Organic Princess 
Band + Colored 
Diamonds
LILC-R-5
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, colored 
diamonds - .24ctw
$870.00 ws

m I Slice Diamond 
Band
LILC-R-7  - Now Heavier 
Gauge - Diamonds now go 
all the way around
18k gold, colored 
diamonds - .36 ctw
$1555.00 ws

r I Everyday 
Diamond Band
LILC-R-06
18k gold, colored 
diamonds - .11 ctw
$720.00 ws

s I Eternity Diamond 
Band + Colored 
Diamonds 
LILC-R-08-A/B
18k gold, colored 
diamonds - .2 ctw
A. Full  $1010.00 ws
B. Half  $715.00 ws

d

h

l

m
n

q

p

r

s

o

a I Legacy Diamond 
Ring, Hammered 
Medium Bezel + 
Flush Set VS Side 
Diamonds
LC-R-16
 18k gold, 1.135 ctw Salt 
+ Pepper Brilliant Cut 
reclaimed Diamond, VS 
quality reclaimed side 
diamonds  
$3935.00 ws 

b I Legacy Diamond 
Ring, 18ky Smooth 
Bezel + 18ky Wide 
Band
LC-R-27
18k gold, .89 ctw Salt 
+ Pepper Brilliant Cut 
reclaimed Diamond  
$3330.00 ws  

c I Legacy Diamond 
Ring, 18ky Extra 
Heavy Bezel with 
Flush Set Halo
LC-R-30
18k gold, .65 ctw Salt 
+ Pepper Brilliant Cut 
reclaimed Diamond, VS 
quality reclaimed halo 
diamonds  $2845.00 ws

d I Rainbow 
Necklace
LILC-N-4
18k gold, colored 
diamonds- .108 ctw, 16” 
14k gold chain  $815.00 ws

e I Legacy Diamond 
Ring, 14kpw Gold 
Heavy Hammered 
Bezel with Bezel Set 
VS Diamonds
LC-R-21
14kpw gold, 18ky gold, 
1.065 ctw Salt + Pepper 
Brilliant Cut reclaimed 
Diamond, VS quality 
reclaimed bezel set 
diamonds - .3 ctw
$4575.00 ws

f I Legacy Diamond 
Ring, 14kpw Gold 
Smooth Bezel 
with Flush Set VS 
Diamonds
LC-R-25
14kpw gold, .91 ctw Salt 
+ Pepper Brilliant Cut 
reclaimed Diamond, VS 
quality reclaimed side 
diamonds  $3330.00 ws

g I Legacy Diamond 
Ring, 18ky Gold 
Medium Smooth 
Bezel on a 14kpw 
Gold Band
LC-R-28
14kpw gold, 18ky gold, .92 
ctw Salt + Pepper Brilliant 
Cut reclaimed Diamond
$3140.00 ws

h I Traveler Huggie 
Hoops 2.0
LILC-E-3 
18k gold, colored 

diamonds - .11 ctw, .75” in 
length  $985.00 ws

i I Legacy Diamond 
Ring, 18ky Gold 
Medium Smooth 
Bezel, Tapered Band
LC-R-46
18k gold, 1.2 ctw Salt 
+ Pepper Brilliant Cut 
reclaimed Diamond  
$3895.00 ws

j I Legacy Diamond 
Ring,  14kpw Gold 
Heavy Smooth Bezel 
on an 18ky Band 
with Aspen Texture
LC-R-29
18k gold, 1 ctw Salt + 
Pepper Brilliant Cut 
reclaimed Diamond  
$3565.00 ws

k I Legacy Diamond 
Ring - 18ky Gold 
Cluster Style Bezel 
Set Salt + Pepper 
Diamonds
LC-R-24
18k gold, .96 ctw Salt 
+ Pepper Brilliant Cut 
reclaimed Diamonds
$3230.00 ws

Please Note: The pricing for 
Legacy Diamond Rings is based 
on diamond size, as made* Pricing 
will fluctuate depending on center 
stone size + specifications*

a
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 Sl ice Collection

a I Floating Square 
Hoop Necklace
SCW-N-27- Now  w/VS 
Diamond + on a Gold 
Chain
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium 
silver, 2” pendant, 16-18” 
adjustable chain, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamond - .15 ctw
$975.00 ws

b I Lyrical Chain
CA22-N-33 - New
A. 22k gold dust, 18k 
gold, oxidized Argentium 
silver, hand forged, 17”
$2990.00 ws

c I Mini Slice Square 
Necklace
CA22-N-13 
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality reclaimed 
diamond - .06 ctw, 14k 
gold cable chain - 16,” 15 
mm pendant  
$620.00 ws

a

d

e

b c

d I Black + Gold 
Slice Cuff - Narrow
SCW-B-26 - Now w/Rails 
+ VS White Diamonds
22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver, black 
diamonds - .1 ctw, .75”  
$680.00 ws

e I Slice Diamond 
Cuff
SCW-B-09 - Now w/Rails
22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality diamonds - .26 
ctw, 1.25” wide
$1360.00 ws
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c I Floating Square 
Hoops
SCW-E-22-A - Now w/VS 
Diamonds
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium 
silver, 2” in length, VS 
quality diamonds- .3 ctw  
$1290.00 ws

d I Slice Cuff
CA22-B-20 - Now w/Rails
22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver, 1.25” 
wide  $655.00 ws

a

a I Slice Square 
Hoops
SCW-E-17
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium 
silver, 1.25” in length  
$340.00 ws

b I The Annie Hoops
SCW-E-16 
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium 
silver, 2” length
$640.00 ws

b c

d
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b

e I Black + Gold 
Dusted Bands
SCW-R-28-A/B/C
22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver
A. 7 mm  $275.00 ws
B. 10 mm  $285.00 ws
C. 12 mm  $300.00 w
f I Slice Stacking 
Rings
SCW-R-19-A/B/C/D
A. 22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver
$190.00 ws
B. 22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamond - .03 ctw
 $255.00 ws
C. 18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver
$405.00 ws
D. 18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamond - .03 ctw
$470.00 ws

g I Slice Statement 
Cuff
SCW-B-10 - Now w/Rails
22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver, 2” wide
$835.00 ws

a c d

g

fe

a I Long Ravine 
Necklace
SCW-N-07
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium 
silver, 30” oxidized silver 
cable chain  $370.00 ws

b I Strata Necklace
SCW-N-03 - Now  w/VS 
Diamonds
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality diamonds - 
.045 ctw, 16”
$650.00 ws

c I Slice Necklace w/
Colored Diamond
SCW-N-02 - New Gold 
Chain
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium 
silver,  opaque rose cut  
diamond - .1 ctw, 18”
$810.00 ws

d I Boulder Diamond 
Necklace
SCW-N-01
22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality diamonds - .15 
ctw, 17”  $815.00 ws
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 Slice Collection

c
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d
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f

b

a I Boulder Necklace
SCM-N-01
22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver, black 
diamonds - .1 ctw, 20” 
chain, 1.5” pendant
$515.00 ws

b I Black + Gold 
Chain Necklace
SCM-N-03-A/B
A. 18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver  
27”
$1980.00 ws
B. 22k dusted gold links 
replace solid 18k 
gold links
$1035.00 w

c I Black + Gold 
Chain Bracelet
SCM-B-06-A/B
A. 18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver  
$973.00 ws
B. 22k dusted gold links 
replace solid 18k 
gold links
$365.00 ws

d I Silver Slice Cuff
SCM-B-04  
Oxidized Argentium 
silver  
1.2”  $565.00 ws

e I Long Boulder 
Necklace
SCM-N-02
22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver, 30” 
chain, 1.75” pendant
$450.00 ws

f I Black + Gold Slice 
Cuff
SCM-B-05 - Now w/Rails
22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver, black 
diamonds - .1 ctw  
1.5”  $745.00 ws

e
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Radiance Collection

a I Pebble Necklace
RC-N-05-A/B - Now w/VS 
Diamonds
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver,  VS 
quality diamonds - .07 
ctw, 16”
A. 18k gold pendant
$435.00 ws
B. Oxidized silver pendant
$425.00 ws

b I Radiance Band
RC-R-11 - Now w/VS 
Diamonds all the way 
around
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality diamonds - .37 
ctw, 14 mm  $1421.00 ws

c I Sol Burst Ring
RC-R-08 - Now w/VS 
Diamonds + Diamonds 
now go all the way around
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality diamonds - .36 
ctw, 1” diameter  
$1485.00 ws

d I Sol Burst 
Necklace - Now w/VS 
Diamonds
RC-N-01-A/C
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality diamonds - .36 
ctw, 1” diameter
A. 16”-18” 18k gold chain
$2370.00 ws
C. 18” overall with 15” 
oxidized silver chain  + 3” 
18k gold chain
$1750.00 ws

e I Dusted Signet 
Ring
RC-R-27 - Now w/VS 
Diamonds
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality diamonds  - .16 
ctw, 15 mm wide  
$965.00 ws

f I KMJ Staple Cuff
CA22-B-26
22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver, 1” wide 
$695.00 ws

a

e
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h i

j

a I Traveler’s Coin
Earrings
RC-E-30 - Now w/VS 
Diamonds
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality diamonds- .22 
ctw, .5” diameter per coin 
$955.00 ws

b I Traveler’s Coin 
Necklace
RC-N-02 - Now  w/VS 
Diamonds + on a Gold 
Chain
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality diamonds - .11 
ctw, .5” diameter  
$745.00 ws

c I Dusted Chain 
Link Earrings 
RC-E-20-A
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium 
silver, 2”  
$325.00 ws

d I Breezy Chain 
Link Earrings
RC-E-20 - Now  w/
VS Diamonds + Gold 
Earwires
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .13 ctw, 2”
$645.00 ws

e I Traveler’s Coin 
Studs
RC-E-31 - Now with VS 
Diamonds
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality diamonds- .22 
ctw, .5” diameter  
$960.00 ws

f I Radiance 
Diamond Studs
RC-E-23 
18k gold, 3 mm VS quality 
diamonds - .2 ctw  
$800.00 ws

g I Pebble Studs
RC-E-19-A/B - Now  w/VS 
Diamonds
VS quality diamonds 
- .1 ctw
A. 18ky gold  $570.00 ws 
B. Oxi. silver  $410.00 ws

h I Traveler Huggie 
Hoops 2.0
RC-E-22-A/B 
18k gold/oxidized silver,
VS quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .07 ctw, 17 
mm in length, hand 
forged with hinges
A. 18ky gold   $865.00 ws 
B. Oxi. silver   $475.00 ws

i I Hoop Dream 
Earrings 2.0
RC-E-21 
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds, hand forged 

c

g

f
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with hinges
A. medium
 1.75” length - .15 ctw
$765.00 ws
B. large
 2.35” length - .2 ctw
$985.00 ws

j I Traveler’s Coin 
Ring
RC-R-09 - Now  w/VS 
Diamonds
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality diamonds - .22 
ctw, .5” diameter  
$825.00 ws

k I Warrior Bands
RC-R-07-A/B/C
22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver  
A. 4 mm  $290.00 ws
B. 5.75 mm  $325.00 ws
C. 8 mm  $330.00 ws

l I Breezy Chain Link 
Necklace
RC-N-03
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, 24”
$1125.00 ws

m I Breezy Chain 
Link Bracelet
RC-B-12 
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver
$435.00 ws
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Aspen Collection
 

a I Classic Aspen 
Earrings
AC-E-11 
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality diamonds - .16 
ctw, 2.75”  $745.00 ws

b I Luxe Aspen 
Earrings
AC-E-12 
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality diamonds - .06 
ctw, 2.5”  $555.00 ws

c I Turning Aspen 
Ring
AC-R-02  - Now in 18kpw 
Gold Band
18ky gold, 18kpw gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .13 ctw, 
.75” diameter $1280.00 ws

d I Oxidized Aspen 
Wedding Band
CA22-R-28-C 
Oxidized Argentium 
silver, VS quality 
diamonds - .09 ctw, 3 mm 
wide  $445.00 ws

e I Classic Aspen 
Ring 
AC-R-03
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality diamonds 
- .08 ctw, 5 mm wide 
$400.00 ws

f I Turning Aspen 
Studs
AC-E-13-A/B
18k gold/oxidized 
Argentium silver, 
VS quality diamonds - .06 
ctw, approx. 10 mm diam.
A. 18ky gold $595.00 ws
B. Oxi silver  $385.00 ws

g I Dusted Bauble 
Studs
CA22-E-16 - NEW!
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality diamonds - .24 
ctw, .5” diameter
$1150.00 ws

h I Aspen Statement 
Cuff
AC-B-09 - Redesigned
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .77 ctw,
1.5” wide  $2540.00 ws
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a I Mini Turning 
Aspen Necklace
AC-N-20-A  - New Gold 
Chain
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .13 ctw, 
oxidized silver chain, 
adjustable 16-18”
$1070.00 ws
 
b I Golden Aspen 
Bauble Necklace
CA22-N-2 - NEW!
18k gold, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .22 ctw, .75” 
pendant, 14k gold box 
chain - 16” 
$1265.00 ws

c I Mini Classic 
Aspen Necklace
AC-N-17  
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .075 ctw, 17”
18k gold + oxidized silver 
chain $560.00 ws

d I Dusted Bauble 
Necklace
CA22-N-4 - NEW!
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality diamonds - .16 
ctw, .75” pendant, 14k 
gold cable chain - 16” 
$1005.00 ws

a

i I Classic Aspen 
Cuff
AC-B-06 - Now w/Rails
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, 
VS quality diamonds - .14 
ctw  $865.00 ws

i I Mini Turning f I 
j I Aspen Earrings 
with Diamonds
AC-E-21
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .26 ctw 
1.5” in length  $1575.00 ws

k I Dusted Bauble 
Cuff
CA22-B-25 - Now w/Rails
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality diamonds - .2 
ctw, 1.25” width  
$1400.00 ws

l I Turning Aspen 
Hoops 2.0
CA22-E-10 - NEW!
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, 
2.5” long x 1.5” wide, 
hand forged with hinges  
$665.00 ws

e I Luxe Aspen 
Necklace
AC-N-15 - New Gold 
Chain
18k gold, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .06 ctw,
18”  oxidized silver chain 
$770.00 ws

f I Classic Aspen 
Necklace
AC-N-16
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .07 ctw, 30”
$870.00 ws

g I Aspen Bauble 
Studs
CA22-E-17
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality reclaimed 
diamonds - .26 ctw, .5” in 
length  $815.00 ws

h I Aspen Bauble 
Ring
AC-R-04 
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality diamonds - .17 
ctw, 1o mm wide
$745.00 ws
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Black Label Collection
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a I Orbit Necklace
BLC-N-11
22k gold dust, 18k 
gold, oxidized silver, 
2” pendant, 30” chain  
$310.00 ws

b I Dusted Pebble 
Necklace 
BLC-N-07 - New Gold 
Chain
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium 
silver, 16” 14ky gold chain
$400.00 ws

c I Solar Orbit 
Necklace
BLC-N-09
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium 
silver, pendant is 1.75,”  30”
$270.00 ws

d I About Town 
Necklace
BLC-N-08-A  - New Gold 
Chain
18k gold, oxidized 
silver, 35 mm pendant, 16”
14ky chain  $420.00 ws

e I Black + Gold Mini 
Hoops
BLC-E-04
Solid 18k gold fused to 
oxidized silver, .75”
$355.00 ws 

k I Black + Gold  
Stacker Ring
BLC-R-03
Solid 18k gold fused to 
oxidized Argentium 
silver, sparkled texture  
$295.00 ws

l I Petite Diamond 
Studs 
BLC-E-12-A
18ky gold, 3 mm diameter
A. Black diamonds  
$315.00 ws/pair

m I Jane Ring
TC-R-13-B
B. Oxidized Argentium 
Silver, .03ctw VS quality 
reclaimed diamonds
$150.00 ws

n I Dusted Pebble 
Studs
CA22-E-15-A/B
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium 
silver, 6 mm diameter
A. No diamonds  
$185.00 ws
B. VS quality diamonds - 
.06 ctw  $345.00 ws

o I Orbit Hoop
Earrings
BLC-E-17
22k gold dust, 18k gold,  
oxidized Argentium 
silver, 1.75” in length
$440.00 ws

f I Diamond + Dust 
Orbit Ring
BLC-R-02 - Now w/VS 
Diamonds
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality diamonds - .18 
ctw  $675.00 ws

g I The Miniest 
Hoop Earrings
BLC-E-14-A/C  .325”  
A. 22k dusted  $190.00 ws
C. 18ky Gold  $235.00 ws

h I Petite Dusted 
Studs 
BLC-E-13
A. 22k gold dust, 18ky 
gold posts, oxidized 
Argentium silver, 6 mm 
diameter  $150.00 ws

i I Mini About Town 
Earrings
BLC-E-27
22k gold dust, 18k gold,  
oxidized Argentium 
silver, 1.625”  
$330.00 ws

j I Mini Orbit Hoop 
Earrings
BLC-E-25
22k gold dust, 18k gold,  
oxidized silver, 1”
$390.00 ws

g h i
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a

Alphabet 
Necklaces??

Shine On Collection

a

f g

a I Alphabet 
Necklaces
SO-N-14
22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver, 16”
 14k gold chain
available in any letter!
$525.00 ws

b I City Block 
Necklace
SO-N-07-A
22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality diamond - .03 ctw,
16” 14k gold chain
 $495.00 ws

c I City Lights 
Necklace
SO-N-06
22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver, black 
diamonds - .05 ctw, VS 
quality diamonds - .06 
ctw, 18” oxidized silver 
chain
$475.00 ws

d I Organic Chain 
Link Necklace
SO-N-08  
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium 
silver, 36” length
$695.00 ws

e I City Block 
Earrings
SO-E-10
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium 
silver, 1.5”
$345.00 ws

f I Shine On 
Birthstone Stackers 
- Black + White 
Diamonds
BSC-R-Diam-A/D
A. Black diamond - .0625 
ctw, 18ky gold bezel, 
oxidized silver band
$225.00 ws
B. VS quality diamond 
- .0625 ctw, 18ky gold 
bezel, oxidized silver 
band
$290.00 ws
C. VS quality diamond - 
.03ctw, 18ky gold bezel, 
oxidized silver band
$225.00 ws
D. Black diamond - .10 
ctw, 18ky gold bezel, 18ky 
gold band  
$500.00 ws

g I Starry Night Cuff
SO-B-05  - Now w/Rails
22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver,
1.5” width
$735.00 ws

h I About Town 
Earrings
SO-E-11
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, 3”  
$255.00 ws

b c

d

h

e
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a

a I Eclipse Necklace
BM-N-15
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver  
2.75” diameter, 30” length
$795.00 ws

d I Starburst 
Necklace
CA22-N-3 
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality diamonds - 
.091  ctw, .75” diameter, 
14k gold adjustable cable 
chain - 16”-18”   
$910.00 ws

c I Chelsea Hoops 
- Lg.
BM-E-28-B
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver
2.25” length  
$480.00 ws

d I Chelsea Hoops 
- Sm.
BM-E-28-A
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver
1.25” length  
$360.00 ws

e I Walking On The 
Moon Skinny Cuff
BM-B-26
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality diamonds - .19 ctw 
$665.00 ws

Black Moon Collection

b

c d

e



Terra Collection

g

k

l

a I Tricia Necklace
CA22-N-12
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
2.7 mm Mirror Link 14k 
gold chain - 16,” VS quality 
diamond - .03 ctw, 6 mm 
diameter, 12 mm pendant 
length  $710.00 ws

b I The Rock ‘N’ Roll 
Earrings
CA22-E-18 - NEW!
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
1.25” length  $510.00 ws

c I Terra Bar 
Necklace
TC-N-28  - New Chain
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
2” pendant, 16” 14k 
gold chain  $455.00 ws

d I Hammered Gold 
Bar Necklace
CA22-N-1 - NEW!
18k gold, 14k 
gold cable chain - 16,” .75” 
pendant  $390.00 ws

e I  Jolene Necklace
TC-N-26
22k gold dust, 18k gold 
discs, oxidized 
Argentium silver, salt + 
pepper diamonds - .68 
ctw, .75” diameter, 17” 
18k gold + oxidized silver 
cable chain  $1400.00 ws

f I The Rock ‘N’ Roll 
Necklace
CA22-N-14 - NEW!
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium 
silver, VS quality diamond 
- .015 ctw, oxidized silver 
cable chain - 30,” pendant 
is 1.25”  $440.00 ws

g I Asymmetrical 
Cuff
TC-B-17  
22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality diamonds - .17 
ctw, .75” at widest point
$765.00 ws

h I Double Tab Ring
TC-R-12
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality diamonds 
-  .06 ctw  $375.00 ws

i I Black + Gold 
Terra Band
TC-R-15-A
18k gold, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality diamonds - .16 ctw
$580.00 ws

h

i

k I Mini Disc 
Earrings
TC-E-06-A
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium silver, 
VS quality diamonds - .04 
ctw , .5” diameter
$400.00 ws

j I Hammered Gold 
Bar Studs 
TC-E-08-A
18k gold, .25”  
$155.00 ws

l I Tricia Earrings
TC-E-26
22k gold dust, 18k gold, 
oxidized Argentium 
silver, VS quality diamond 
- .06 ctw, .25” diameter
$445.00 ws

m I Stargazer Cuff 
TC-B-26 - Now w/Rails
22k gold dust, oxidized 
Argentium silver, VS 
quality diamonds - .16 ctw  
1.5” wide  
$1005.00 ws

a
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Lead Times: 
New orders or large reorders generally run a minimum of 8 weeks lead time, and can run 12 weeks or more during our 
busiest times of year. Re-orders of 3-8 pieces generally run 4-8 weeks depending on how busy our studio is. Special orders 
such as rings or bracelets to size, modifications to a design, or reorders of 1-2 pieces generally run 2-3 weeks. Ring sizing 
depends on the design - usually it is a 2 week turn around from when we receive the ring back. All Kate Maller Jewelry is 
entirely hand fabricated, so please take into account our lead times when placing orders.

Minimums: 
15 piece minimum for opening order - no minimum for reorders or custom pieces. A valid resale license and tax I.D. is 
required for all wholesale accounts.

MSRP: Minimum suggested retail price is wholesale x 2.2 (our markup online + in-store is x 2.4)
Kate Maller Jewelry reserves the right to discontinue selling to retailers who sell our jewelry for under keystone. Due to 
the fluctuating nature of gold prices, our prices are recalculated a minimum of once per year. Outstanding orders will be 
charged the current price unless otherwise agreed.

Payment:
All orders require a non-refundable 50% down payment to confirm an order, and reserve space in our production calendar. 
We do not hold space in our production schedule until the required  deposit has been received. Remaining + future 
payments are processed 1-3 days before the order ships. Orders will be promptly shipped after remaining balance is paid in 
full. Unless specified in writing, or on  purchase orders issued and approved by Kate Maller Jewelry,  no payment terms, or 
extensions of credit for merchandise or services are offered or implied.

Shipping:
Domestic: Buyer pays for transportation of all goods. All packages are shipped FedEx, and insurance is covered under KMJ’s 
policy. All orders require signature upon delivery. 
International: FedEx International. Pricing is dependent on location. Please contact us directly for a more accurate quote. 
Customer is responsible for any customs, or duty fees associated with the order. 
Orders are shipped from 3450 W 32nd Ave Denver, Co 80211.
Shipping Origination:
Orders are shipped from our studio:  KMJ - 3575 Ringsby Court, Denver, Co 80211. All incoming shipments, payments, 
and correspondence  should be sent to this address. By inquiry, a return authorization number will be issued for any 
jewelry related item being sent to our studio.  Items shipped to our studio without a KMJ issued RA # will not be 
processed and significant delays can result without return authorization.

Special Orders:
Please contact us directly for special order requests. Special order lead time and pricing will be provided during inquiry. 

Terms and Conditions
Cancellations:
Orders are accepted subject to approval by Kate Maller Jewelry. The order may be canceled within 7 days of placement. 
Cancellations must be received in writing (via email) within 7 days of order placement. Any pieces already in production are  
the financial responsibility of the purchaser. 

Change Orders: 
Change orders must be received in writing (via email) within 14 days of initial order placement date. Any pieces already in 
production, or completed are the financial responsibility of the purchaser. 

Returns: 
We do not accept returns on merchandise held under one year. We accept approved returns under an industry standard 
two-for-one buyback policy, subject to approval by our wholesale account manager. With our approval for specifically 
noted items,  a an account in good standing may return KMJ stock jewelry items,   provided they place an order for double 
the value of the item(s) being returned at that time. Custom pieces are not eligible for trade-in and we do not offer cash or 
credit on any returns.

Repairs + Modifications: 
We stand behind the craftsmanship of our work. Depending on care and wear, issues can arise, and in the event anything 
should come up, we are happy to repair KMJ pieces. Repairs, and whether or not a fee will be charged, are evaluated on a 
case-by-case basis. Please contact our wholesale account manager for a repair authorization, an estimate, and instructions. 
We always welcome chain length modifications. They are quoted on a case by case basis, which depend upon materials 
added, and labor in any modifications necessary. Shipping, each way,  is the responsibility of the customer. We are always 
happy to modify any of our designs. Please reach out to us to request a quote.

Re-sizing: 
Production rings are preferably made to order for clients, rather than resizing the stock and shipping it back, and are 
the same price as the original piece. In the event resizing is required the cost is $50 for most designs, and the buyer pays 
shipping both ways. Please always contact our wholesale account manager for a repair authorization before sending 
anything back.

Damaged or Lost Goods:
Seller will forward tracking when the order ships. Buyer has up to five days after the receipt of shipment to notify the seller 
of lost, damaged or defective merchandise. All returns must be approved in writing by Kate Maller Jewelry. Returns are not 
accepted without authorization, or a return authorization number. Seller will replace the item once the damaged goods 
have been received. Time frame will be dependent on material availability, but every reasonable effort will be made to 
ensure replacement is as expedient as possible. Risk of loss is passed unto the retailer at time of dispatch. 

Short Shipment:
Please notify KMJ immediately if your shipment is missing items. 


